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Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs)
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Medium to long term planning is capable of producing insights that 
can inform policies related to SDGs



Energy policy
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Energy policy is the manner in which a given entity (often 
governmental) has decided to address issues of energy planning 
including energy supply, distribution and end-use. 

It includes aspects related to:
Energy security
Environmental protection
Market structures
Incentives or disincentives (e.g., FITs, carbon 
taxes)
Directives (e.g. measure for efficiency 
improvements)



Examples of energy policy 
questions
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• What needs to be done and what will be the costs 
to supply modern energy sources to remote 
areas?  

• What if environmental regulations are made more 
stringent?  

• What needs to be done to increase the share of 
renewable technologies? 

• Should electricity import be allowed? 
• Should existing nuclear facilities be closed down?
• Can an energy conservation program help in 

reducing cost of energy supply?



Energy system
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Complex system including numerous supply chains linking energy 
resources to final energy demands.



Map schematically the system 
configuration
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Based on the above, design a Reference Energy System (RES)

• RES is a simplified and aggregated graphical representation of the real 
energy system under analysis;

• RES covers not just the present configuration of the energy system, but 
also possible development paths;

• It shows all existing and potential new energy supply chains, from 
primary energy resources to final demand;

• The level of simplification depends on issues to be analysed and data 
availability;

• RES should be a minimum representation of reality needed to answer the 
policy questions to be addressed;



2. Map schematically the 
system configuration
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RES consists of: 

• Energy Levels

Resources, Primary, Secondary,..., Final,…

(extracted  from resources, processed, converted, 
transmitted, distributed, …)

• Energy carriers / commodities 

Coal, oil, gas, wood, nuclear fuel, electricity, heat,…

• Technologies

Which extract, process, convert energy from one to another 
form or to energy service, transmit and distribute



Modelling insights
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They cannot predict the future
• But can help understand future better and stay prepared to take informed 

decision

They cannot make decisions
• The main task of an energy analyst is to evaluate different options and 

provide clear inputs for decision makers



3. Define scenarios
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• Scenario - not prediction, but description of possible future development:
• Consistent set of assumptions (reflecting policies and constraints)
• Expert judgment/informed guesses how the future may evolve (prices, 

technologies…)
• Model results

• Set of alternative scenarios:
• Provide alternative development paths
• Assist in understanding possible future developments of complex systems
• Helps identify robust investment choices and policies
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An Example – A country facing a power
crisis



Grid-Based  and Off-Grid Power 

Systems Considered

Grid-based
• Coal fired. ‘Next’ cheapest domestic option available.

• Gas. Coal Bed Methane.

• Wind. Significant options, but requires ‘balancing’

• Solar. Good resources, also needs balancing.

• Hydropower.  Can provide balancing. 

• Imports and exports. Needed to address large surpluses of power 
generation with RET.  Requires interconnections.

Off-Grid
• Solar, wind, and diesel to provide households and farmers with 

services such as cooking, water pumping and others.



Anticipated future scenario

• Data from SDP, 2017.  Outlook is:
• based on anticipated load factors for hydro power

• coal fills gap between rising demand, retiring power plants accounts for the 
low ‘reliable’ capacity associated with existing municipal coal fired power 
plants.

• Assumed cost of unserved electricity: 1389 mUSD/Petajoule (from S. Africa)
Peta Joules (PJ) of electricity generated Giga Watts (GW) of installed capacity 

 

 

 



Climate change impacts without 

adaptation

Climate V3 Climate V4 

 

 

Climate V5 Climate V6 

  
 

GJ of electricity generated

Note the unserved electricity in red 
comes with very high economic cost 
and damage.



Adaptation measures considered (part 

of a national NDC)

On-Grid Solutions:

1. ‘No adaptation’, adopting a recent expansion plan that was not developed with 
climate change in mind.  

2. ‘Coal-based resilience’, providing a baseline against which to compare Renewable 
Energy Technology (RET) based resilience strategies.

3. ‘RET-Based Resilience’, expanding investment in on-grid hydropower and other non-
hydro RET generation.  

Off-Grid Solutions:

4. ‘Diesel generation’, where diesel is used to supply distributed power to electrify 
households. In dry periods, it would relieve the need for households to cook with 
wood. 

5. ‘Decentralized renewables’, where diesel-based off-grid generation would be 
expanded to include renewables – and thus reduce emissions and costs.



Benefits of adaptation: 

coal and RET options

Climate V3: Coal based resilience: PJ generated Aggressive energy efficiency and RET resilience 

 

 

GW Generation capacity  

  
 

In both cases unserved electricity is removed with 
important impacts. In the ‘clean’ case aggressive energy 
efficiency with associated non-tirvial institutional 
advances is needed. This comes with large investment and 
emissions reduction.



Costs per unit electricity generated with 

and without adaptation

Period of high 
cost to the 
economy due 
to shortages: 
limited 
flexibility in 
the system 
with 
significant 
economic 
damage

Period of 
transition

Period of 
Divergence:
1. Resilience, 

either clean 
or coal 
based is 
much less 
damaging.

2. No 
adaptation 
come with 
continued 
heavy 
economic 
loss
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Sources:
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/nawaz-sharif-to-send-pakistan-power-min-to-india-to-tackle-energy-crisis/articleshow/20843568.cms
http://www.chowrangi.pk/energy-crisis-in-pakistan-and-its-fall-out.html
https://www.semedenergydefense.com/energy-war-in-the-eastern-mediterranean-is-this-the-new-big-game/
https://www.pdviz.com/world-oil-trade-map-gea-report-1
https://www.pinterest.com/teemnam/elearning/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geothermal_power



• https://momaniweb.com

• www.osemosys.org

• https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/osemosys
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https://momaniweb.com/
http://www.osemosys.org/
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/osemosys

